Greensmaster® 3000, 3000-D, and 3100

Model/Serial Range: 04350/04352 50001-99999
04353/04354 50001-99999
04375 50001-99999

Serial Numbers:

Subject: Tri-Roller needs added parts to limit pivoting action.

The Tri-Roller accessory requires a retainer to be installed to stabilize the accessory during operation. If these parts are not installed the Tri-Roller may over rotate and cause turf damage. Bracket (94-4223), Retainer (94-4361), Screw (322-7), and Lock Nut (3296-29) are available through your local distributor. A quantity of 3 each is necessary to complete one machine. Installation Instructions a shown below.

RETAINER ASSEMBLY INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
for GREENSMASTER® 3000 Series Tri-Roller Accessory

1. Position the Traction Unit on a level surface, remove the ignition key, and lower cutting units to the ground.
2. Remove the Cutting Units and install Tri-Rollers.
3. Install Bracket (94-4223) and Retainer (94-4361) onto the Lift Arm positioning the loop forward and over the Lift Bail to capture the Tri-Roller (see below)
4. Position the Retainer on the Lift Arm so the frame of the Tri-Rollers is level with the ground.
5. Install Cap Screw through hole in the Bracket and Retainer. Install the Locknut and tighten.

NOTE: The Retainer and Clamp have two sets of holes allowing use on any vintage Lift Arm. If adequate clearance exists, install fasteners through the top set of holes.